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Why River Action was created
Every single river in England is currently polluted beyond legal limits. This is a
national scandal which threatens freshwater ecosystems, public health and the tourism
and recreation sectors. It also completely undermines this country’s claims to
environmental leadership. There is an urgent need to seek remedy for this
unacceptable situation. With existing environmental laws and regulations being
consistently ignored by polluters, who do so freely in the knowledge that they will rarely
be prosecuted, some of our most iconic rivers are now thought to have just years left
before they suffer irreversible damage.
River Action was created to raise awareness of some of the key causes of this crisis and
to push for action to address them. As we considered our priorities, it was apparent that
the amazing work of a number of other campaigners and organisations across the
country had generated real awareness of the horrific impact of human sewage
discharges into our waterways, creating growing pressure on water companies and
lawmakers to act. However, there was much less awareness that agriculture is an
equal contributor to the river pollution crisis, leading to major agribusinesses and
food producers getting away with much minimal scrutiny. It was therefore decided to
make highlighting and combatting the causes of agricultural pollution the principal
focus of River Action’s activities.
River Action was launched in February 2021 with its first campaign focused on one of
Britain’s most iconic rivers – the Wye. In recent years the river has suffered horrific
ecological degradation due to nutrient-rich agricultural run-off choking the river
with repeated and unprecedented algal blooms. This phenomenon coincided with
the proliferation of vast Intensive Poultry Units across the length of the river catchment,
few of which have adequate measures in place to prevent chicken manure entering the
river. River Action concluded that the problem could only be solved if the major
agribusinesses sourcing from the valley – such as Noble Foods and Avara Foods – felt
the pressure from their customers, the media, and the public to implement urgently
pollution mitigation measures across their supply chains.
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The further we engaged with this issue, the more apparent it became that the
environmental degradation of individual rivers such as the Wye was taking place in
the context of a progressive collapse in government sponsored environmental
protection. England’s Environment Agency has had its budget cut by 75% in real
terms over the past decade and, across the border, Natural Resources Wales has
not fared much better. As a result, water quality is rarely monitored, farms almost
never inspected and enforcement actions rarely happening. This allows polluters
to act with impunity, creating little incentive for businesses to deliver change. As a
result, we launched a second campaign in June 2021 – Give Us Back Our
Rivers – to call for adequate funding of our regulatory agencies to allow them
to properly monitor and protect rivers and sanction those who pollute them.
Across both campaigns, 2021 has been a busy year and we are proud to have
achieved real change in several key areas. These include: significantly increasing
media and public awareness of the link between agriculture and river pollution;
generating significant pressure on the major agri-businesses in the Wye Valley
whose supply chains have been responsible for polluting the river to change their
practices (resulting in one major agribusiness admitting its culpability and
pledging to become part of the solution) - and in pursuing political and regulatory
action, now backed by the support of over 55,000 petition signatories.
As our first year draws to a close, we wanted to take the opportunity to thank all
our supporters, our fantastic Advisory Board, our allies & collaborators across
the environmental sector and the heroic activists and campaigners of the
Wye Valley and along other rivers up and down the country. This is also the
appropriate moment to reflect on some of the key milestones we achieved during
the past year. Looking into 2022, River Action will be escalating its fight for the
future of the River Wye and will be keeping the urgent need for improved
environmental protection firmly on the political agenda. We also have ambitious
plans to scale up our campaigning activity to focus on other river catchments and
causes of pollution. We look forward to sharing further details shortly….
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2021 Milestones
February
• River action launches, featuring in the Guardian and across other media outlets
• Wye campaign begins with First letter to UK’s No1 egg producer Noble Foods demanding
action to clean up the agricultural pollution caused by their supply chain in the Wye Valley

March
• Announcement of full Advisory Board, comprising some of leading figures in UK’s
environmental and conservation movement
• Second letter to Noble Foods following their unsatisfactory response that provided no
commitments or detail about plans to tackle the pollution issue

April
• River Action endorsed by other NGOs and praised for bringing public attention and
pressure to force agri-businesses to address the nutrient pollution of their supply chains
• Hereford Times article reflects growing public concern re poultry industry pollution

June
• Launch of our National petition supporting the ‘Give Us Back Our Rivers’ campaign
• Launch of our adverting campaign as covered by the Express and other media outlets
• Freedom of Information request submitted by River Action reveals that vital work on river
pollution is being stopped or cut back because the Environment Agency has been
underfunded for years.
• River Action successfully registers as a UK Charity

July
• George Monbiot’s Rivercide documentary delivers devastating account of the river
pollution crisis, citing support of River Action’s “Give Us Back Our Rivers” petition as a
key ask for viewers

September
• “Give Us Back Our Rivers” Petition passes 50,000 signatures
• First letter to Avara Foods (UK’s No1 poultry meat producer and another major
polluter in the Wye area). Third letter to Noble Foods after receiving further
unsatisfactory answers, as covered by the BBC.
• First letter to Tesco asking what steps its poultry suppliers are taking to mitigate the
damaging effects on rivers from their supply chains.
• Hosted DEFRA fact finding visit to Wye Valley – coordinating engagement with local
NGOs and activist groups

October
• Major milestone in the fight to save the Wye achieved as Avara Foods admits,
following our campaigning, culpability for their part in polluting the River Wye as
reported in the Times, thus changing the whole narrative of the campaign from
debating the causes of the problem to the need to implement solutions
• Spending Review submission to the Treasury calls for increasing funding for
environmental protection agencies.

November & December
• Statements issued by Oldham and Chichester Councils expressing support for River
Action’s campaign to restore the health of Britain’s rivers.
• Preparatory work completed to launch Crowdfunder campaign in Jan 2022 to fund
Wye Valley Citizen Science initiatives

Impact Statistics
• Over 55,000 signatures on our petition calling for
environmental protection budgets in England and
Wales to be doubled
• Over 30 pieces of press coverage specific to RA’s
campaigns including: The Times, The Guardian, The
Telegraph, Express and Daily Mail - reaching
millions of on-line readers
• Regular coverage on BBC TV & Radio and ITV news
& documentary programmes
• Over 4 million estimated media coverage views
• Over 25k social shares
Social media following since launch
• Twitter – 4,952
• Facebook – 491
• Instagram – 1,042

Political engagement
•

Briefing given to over 200 MPs to introduce River
Action and highlight the river pollution crisis nationally
and in their constituency and received public support on
Twitter for our petition by cross-party MPs

•

Representation submitted to the Treasury’s Spending
Review calling for the Government to commit funding
to address the river pollution crisis. Ahead of the
Spending Review, we engaged directly with Defra and
the Treasury, and we continue to push for increased
funding to tackle river pollution

•

Met with the Wye valley MPs (including Jesse Norman,
Fay Jones, Bill Wiggin) to discuss the pollution of the the
Wye catchment. These MPs wrote to Government
requesting funding in the Spending Review to clean up
the River Wye.

•

Evidence submitted to the Environmental Audit
Committee ‘Water quality in rivers’ inquiry

•

Briefings for Parliamentarians resulting in our data being
used in Parliamentary debates on several occasions

•

Active participation in lobbying to support House of
Lords amendments to the Environment Bill

Summary
• In our first year of operation, River Action has become a recognised and powerful voice in the growing
public debate around the pollution crisis facing the UK’s rivers
• With minimal fixed costs and infrastructure, we have proved ourselves to be a highly effective and agile
campaigning organisation, which involves the active participation of some of the leading figures and
organisations across the UK’s environmental and conservation movements
• Our 2021 campaigns have made a significant contribution to raising public awareness of both the
disastrous impact of agricultural pollution on the ecosystems of our rivers and the severe underfunding
(and consequential ineffectiveness) of the UK’s environmental protection agencies
• As a new entrant into the environmental community, we carry no historic baggage and we value the role
we can play as a collaboration partner and coalition builder across this space. During the year we
worked closely with over 30 other NGOs and environmental groups across the country
• Having achieved significant progress in building public awareness of one of the major causes of the
river pollution crisis, we are now strongly placed to replicate our Wye/Poultry campaign to cover other
river catchments and agri industries – and to campaign in 2022 for the implementation of the specific
solutions and remedies that are urgently needed to save our rivers from irreparable damage

